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Abstract

We develop a new model of international trade with non-homothetic preferences
whereby within-country income distribution affects the pattern of trade and economic
growth. Alternative forms of foreign transfers, such as foreign aid and remittances,
interact with the income distribution in dissimilar manners, which in turn generates
differences in spending patterns, production patterns, and the pattern of international
trade. In a three sector model with international trade and production we show that
while remittances foster economic growth, foreign aid can cause economic stagnation. A
production shift to the sector with less long-run growth potential is known as the Dutch
disease and in our model the disease is triggered by within-country income differences
and the form of the foreign transfer. We empirically verify these hypotheses with data
from a panel covering the years 1991-2009 while controlling for the issues of omitted
variable bias and the possible endogeneity of foreign aid and remittances.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we analyze how within-country income inequality can affect economic outcomes
and we use this analysis to compare differing forms of foreign transfers such as official devel-
opment assistance (ODA) and remittances. Foreign transfers alter consumption, production,
and patterns of international trade and, crucially, the transfer’s effect depends on the re-
cipient’s pre-transfer income. We show that ODA may cause a reduction in manufacturing
output, but remittances generate an increase in production and in economic growth. This
distinction is important for two reasons. First, the literature often fails to distinguish these
two types of transfers, and, therefore, often considers remittances and ODA to have similar
effects. Second, although ODA receives the majority of the analysis, remittances are a larger
source of income than ODA for many developing countries.

The most common types of foreign transfers are ODA and remittances. There is a large
literature (to be discussed below) that questions the efficacy of ODA in fostering economic
growth. For example, the initial good fortune of a foreign transfer could cause an appreciation
of the real exchange rate that, in turn, reduces competitiveness of the manufacturing sector.
This international trade related aspect of a foreign transfer is known as the Dutch disease.
Remittances are generally considered equal to foreign aid in causing the disease. In this paper
we show that this apparent similarity is false: they engender different spending behaviour
and different economic outcomes. Whereas aid may cause a Dutch disease effect, remittances
generate growth.

Foreign aid and remittances are both an important component of national income for many
developing countries. Official development assistance (ODA) was equal to at least 10 percent
of national income for 27 countries in 2013 and remittances were equal to at least 10 percent
of GDP for 23 countries in the same year.1 Figure 1 shows the global inflow of international
transfers in billions of US dollars from 1980 to 2009.2 Interestingly, a country may be a large
recipient of aid or remittances, but not both. In 2013 only three countries were in the top
twenty recipients of both ODA as a percent of gross national income (GNI) and remittances
as a percent of GDP.

1The 27 countries that received ODA equal to at least 10 percent of their GNI in 2013 can be ranked
from Tuvalu at 48.3 percent to Niger at 10.3 percent of GNI. The countries that received remittances equal
to at least 10 percent of their GDP in 2013 are led by Tajikistan at 49.6 percent of GDP and in 23rd place
is Nicaragua at 10 percent of GDP.

2The dotted vertical lines correspond to the time period we use in our empirical analysis. Note that
since the early 1990s there has been a surge in remittances compared to ODA. Although our goal is to
highlight 1991-2009 for the reader, this trend continued into the 2010’s. For example, in 2013, for all
recipients combined remittances totaled $410 billion and ODA equaled $160 billion. This divergence may
be attributed to an increase in migrants, technological advancements in sending money internationally, or
improvements in data collection.
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Figure 1: Global Inflow of International Transfers (Billions of US dollars)

We are especially interested in the differential effect of aid and remittances within the same
country. Foreign aid is usually given to a government and then transferred to the desired
recipient of that aid. There is an extensive literature that suggests that many of these
aid payments are fungible and have little effect on the desired group.3 There is an almost
similarly large literature that suggests that foreign aid is worse than fungible and is, in fact,
used to prop up corrupt governments and their supporters.4 Whether aid is fungible and
partially serves to reduce the taxes paid by the wealthy, or is used to support cronyism
and corruption, aid benefits a wealthier segment of the population that would not normally
receive remittances. Remittances, on the other hand, do not pass through a government
middleman and are more likely to end up in the hands of the poorer inhabitants of a country.5

Although it is true that remittances are also sent to middle class recipients and that some
aid to governments does eventually find its way to the intended poorer recipient, our key

3See, for example, Azam and Laffont (2003), Chatterjee, Giuliano and Kaya (2007), Depetris and Raay
(2005), Devarajan, Rajkumar and Swaroop (2007), Gang and Khan (1991), Khilji and Zampelli (1994),
McGillivray and Morrissey (2000, 2001), Pack and Pack (1990, 1993), Swaroop, Jha and Rajkumar (2000).

4See, for example, Alesina and Weder (2002), Bauer (2000), Coyne and Ryan (2009), Djankov, Montalvo
and Reynal-Querol (2006), Easterly (2001, 2006), Younas (2008).

5For example, Dinkelman, Kumchulesi, and Mariotti (2020) show that remittances from Malawi nationals
working as gold miners in South Africa allowed their poor agrarian families to accumulate capital and move
out of the agricultural sector. Furthermore, as shown by Faini (2007) and Niimi, Ozden and Schiff (2010)
skilled migrants (who are more likely to come from middle-class families) remit less. In their handbook
chapter on migration Foster and Rosenzweig (2008) also consider urban-rural remittances and show that
migration along with emigrant remittances can facilitate structural change in rural labor markets.
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assumption is simply that recipients of remittances are more likely to have less income than
are aid recipients (formally, the distribution of incomes for remittance recipients first-order
stochastically dominates the distribution of incomes for aid recipients).

It is this difference in the expected income of aid and remittances recipients that is the
starting point for our analysis. If the marginal propensity to consume out of a foreign
transfer depends on the individual’s initial level of income, then foreign transfers that are
given to different segments of the population could generate very different outcomes. Hence,
studying the average consumer may tell us little about the spending pattern of individual
consumers. This observation is especially relevant in developing countries or those where a
larger share of the population lives below the poverty level.

For this assumed difference in the recipients of aid and remittances to affect economic out-
comes we adopt a framework that captures the following ideas. First, consumption patterns
change with income. In particular, the marginal propensity to consume services is increasing
in income. Second, services are less tradable than manufactured goods. Examples of these
non-tradable services are housekeeping, childcare, lawn care, nannies, butlers, chauffeurs,
private security forces, the staff to service a large estate, or the financial expertise necessary
for laundering misdirected foreign aid payments. Poor people often do not purchase these
services in the market and, therefore, have a lower income elasticity of demand for these ser-
vices than do wealthier people. Third, manufactured goods have a fixed cost in production,
a love of variety in consumption and a non-prohibitive trade cost, therefore, individual firms
matter and these firms will prefer to locate in the larger market.

Putting these ideas together we show that a foreign transfer which is given to poorer people
increases the relative demand for manufactured goods and also manufacturing production
in the recipient economy. If the transfer is given to wealthier people, then it either increases
manufacturing output by a smaller amount than does a transfer to poorer people or, if ser-
vices production exhibits decreasing returns to scale and their demand increases sufficiently,
then (through the consequent increase in labor devoted to the services sector) the transfer re-
duces manufacturing production. In this case, the transfer generates an increased reliance on
imported manufactured goods and a consequent reduction in the growth of manufacturing.

Some evidence to justify the first two assumptions of our model is given in Figure 2. We
see there that services are more income elastic and have a lower export ratio measure than
manufactured goods. The export ratio index is the one we use in our empirical section
and is calculated as the ratio of exports to value added in each industry. A lower index
indicates that for a given sector either exports are small, or the value added is large, or both.
The income elasticity data are from Caron, Fally and Markusen (2014), estimated using the
Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) database averaged over the available years of 2004,
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Figure 2: Income Elasticity and Export Ratio: A Negative Correlation

2007, 2011 and 2014 and for the countries and industries listed in Table 7 and Table 8 of the
appendix.6

The most important element of our model is our representation of non-homothetic pref-
erences which permits a meaningful analysis of within-country differences in the marginal
propensity to consume out of a foreign transfer. It has been common in economic models to
assume that the marginal (and average) propensity to consume a good are not dependent on
income. These constant income shares, that result from the assumption of homothetic pref-
erences, are frequently employed in the economics literature. Although they have several nice
mathematical properties they are repeatedly contradicted by the empirical evidence. From
Stone’s (1954) seminal work on expenditures and Deaton and Muellbauer’s (1980) classic
survey of consumer behaviour through Hunter and Markusen’s (1988) groundbreaking work
that demonstrates its importance in explaining the pattern of trade, the data continually
confirm that preferences are non-homothetic and that consumption bundles do change with
income.

6An implied result of our framework is that poorer people are more trade dependent than are the wealthy.
Put another way, internationally traded goods make up a larger portion of the consumption bundle of poorer
people. This result is substantiated empirically in a recent paper by Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016).
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We incorporate non-homothetic preferences in a three sector international trade model and
we establish the following results. First, we show that remittances generate an increase in
manufacturing output. Second, foreign aid generates either a reduction in manufacturing
output or a smaller increase than does remittances.

In taking our model to the data we look at the change in the value added in manufacturing
over the period from 1991 to 2009. We use a panel of industries and countries and consider
the annual growth of each industry in each country as our dependent variable. In this way
we can include fixed effects for each country, each industry, and each year in order to reduce
omitted variable bias.

To mitigate the potential endogeneity of aid or remittances we combine two different meth-
ods. The first method was developed by Rajan and Zingales (1998) and later used by Rajan
and Subramanian (2011) for the analysis of foreign aid’s effect on growth. The idea is that
not all industries are affected equally by Dutch disease effects. In particular, some industries
are more sensitive to changes in the real exchange rate. This method suggest two ways of
dividing the industries into more or less export-sensitive groups. First, we use the fact that
an increase in the real exchange rate will be more harmful in industries with lower profit
margins, such as homogeneous product industries, and we classify these industries as more
sensitive. Second, because developing countries would not have the means to subsidize a no
longer competitive export industry (even though most countries could restrict imports, not
all could afford to subsidize exports), we classify typical manufactured goods from poorer
developing countries as more sensitive. We then interact our dummy variable for the ex-
port sensitivity of each industry with remittances and with aid to analyze their effect on
manufacturing value added to see if the effect is more pronounced in these more sensitive
industries. Our second method to attenuate any possible remaining endogeneity is to con-
struct instruments for aid and for remittances that are based on donor, and not recipient,
country characteristics.

Our empirical results lend credence to our hypothesis on the difference between aid and
remittances. The estimated coefficients on ODA and remittances have the predicted signs
throughout and are significant in most of our empirical estimations.7

In this paper we contribute to several distinct literatures. The adverse effects of international
transfers was first considered when Keynes (1929) and Ohlin (1929) debated the possible
results of German war reparations. More recently, Corden and Neary (1982), van Wijnbergen
(1985, 1986), and Krugman (1987) have shown that a foreign transfer may generate an
appreciation of the real exchange rate which can cause specialization in the sector with less

7Specifications using the first measure of export sensitivity generally produce more significant results.
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long-run growth potential (a Dutch disease) in the recipient country.8

We add to the Dutch disease literature by showing that the presence of the disease depends
on the distribution of the windfall and the income of the recipient and, therefore, we establish
that evidence of the disease depends on the form of the transfer.9

There is also a large literature (referenced in footnote (3) and footnote (4)) on the effects
of ODA. An excellent overview is provided by Rajan and Subramanian (2008) and, more
recently, by Dreher and Langlotz (2020) who also find that aid has a negative effect on exports
despite its insignificant effect on growth. We add to these literatures by considering ODA
and remittances in the same analysis, distinguishing between them, providing a theoretical
justification for their differing effects, and empirically verifying our theory.

The role of income on growth through its effect on demand is stressed by Herrendorf, Roger-
son, and Valentinyi (2014) who show that poor countries consume and produce more manu-
factured goods and that services only become important as a country becomes more wealthy.
Diao, McMillan, and Rodrik (2017) also consider non-homothetic preferences in a model of
growth and argue that the differing patterns of structural change across Africa and Asia were
in part determined by their original income level and consequent consumption patterns. Our
research complements the above by suggesting that structural change, growth, and conver-
gence may be determined not only by the average level of income across countries but also
by the distribution of income within a country.

Recent work that introduces non-homothetic preferences into a model of international trade
with cross-country differences includes Matsuyama (2000), Fieler (2011), Fajgelbaum, Gross-
man and Helpman (2011), Markusen (2013), Caron, Fally and Markusen (2014), and Si-
monovska (2015). Whereas this literature is considered with average income differences
across countries we show how within country income distribution can affect patterns of in-
ternational trade.10 In this way our paper is closest to Behzadan, Chisik, Onder, and Battaile

8The term “Dutch disease” was first used in the Economist magazine (1977) to describe a slowdown in
manufacturing output in the Netherlands stemming from an appreciation of the Dutch guilder (after oil was
found in the North Sea). Corden and Neary (1982) were the first to provide a non-monetary explanation
of this disease. We consider the Dutch disease to be an international trade phenomenon, whereby an
appreciation of real exchange rate causes the “sick” country to become an importer of goods with better
long-run growth potential. It differs from a closed economy phenomenon such as the Rybczynski effect or
the resource curse (which would correspond to ODA being misused to support corrupt dictators) in that the
windfall requires a trading environment to transform itself into a disease.

9Jarotschkin and Kraay (2016) study the effect of foreign aid on the real exchange rate for developing
countries. They find that, in the short run, aid results in a small and statistically significant depreciation of
the real exchange change rate, however, in the medium run this effect overturns to a statistically insignificant
real appreciation. Hence, they do not find conclusive evidence of the adverse effects of foreign aid on the
recipient countries.

10Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) also consider within-country income differences, however, their focus
is different from ours. They establish that the poor consume more tradables and, therefore, gain more from
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(2017) who show theoretically and verify empirically that the distribution of natural resource
rents can determine whether or not a resource abundant country suffers a Dutch disease. We
employ a framework similar to Behzadan and Chisik (2022) who show in a theoretical model,
without transfers or natural resource booms, that the pattern of trade can be determined
solely by income distribution. The main contribution of our paper is to distinguish between
foreign aid and remittances based on the income of the recipient and, especially, to analyze
separately their effects on industrial growth. To our knowledge we are the first to consider
both transfer types in one setting and yet be able to differentiate them based on how they
are distributed.

In the next section we describe the economic environment. In the third section we consider
trade and we develop our main propositions on the effect of aid versus remittances. Our
empirical estimations are in the fourth section and our conclusions are contained in the fifth
section.

2 Economic Environment

We want to isolate the effects of income distribution and transfers on a small country we
call Home. This country trades many differentiated manufacturing goods and a numeraire
good with the rest of the world in a collection of bilateral relationships and we model one of
those relationships.

We adopt and modify a framework first introduced by Behzadan and Chisik (2022). There
are three sectors in the economy and the upper-tier utility function is non-homothetic so that
poor and wealthy agents have different consumption patterns and differing income expansion
paths. One of the sectors is similar to that introduced in Krugman (1980) whereby the
monopolistic competition model of Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) is extended to multiple countries
and a transport cost. Aid and remittances interact with the income distribution in differing
ways, which, through their effects on the different income expansion paths generate different
firm location outcomes in the monopolistically competitive sector.

There are L agents in Home and L∗ in Foreign (denoted by *) and among the L Home agents
κ < 1/2 are wealthy and (1−κ) are poor. Each wealthy agent is endowed with θ > 1 units of
effective labor and each poor agent is endowed with 1/θ unit of effective labor. Each Foreign
agent is endowed with one unit of effective labor. We set θ = (1 − κ)/κ so that the total
effective labor endowment is the same in both countries. We take 1/κ as an index of Home
income inequality. As κ approaches 1/2, θ approaches unity and there is little inequality. As

trade liberalization.
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κ is reduced, θ increases and disparity between the poor and wealthy grows.

Home also receives a transfer, τ , in units of the numeraire good, from the (un-modeled)
rest of the world. In order to compare the differing effect of aid and remittances, or more
generally, the effect of the recipient’s income on the transfer outcome, we parameterize by η
as the portion of the transfer that is allocated to the 1− κ poorer individuals in Home. Our
idea is that η is larger for remittances. If remittances are given only to the poor, then η = 1.
If aid is given uniformly, then η = 1− κ. If the government distributes the aid narrowly to
an entrenched elite, then η would approach zero.11 Labor is the only factor of production
and its wage is w. Per capita Home income is given as YA = wθ+ τ(1− η)/κ for each of the
κ affluent agents and YB = w/θ + τη/(1 − κ) for the (1 − κ) less affluent. Since our focus
is Home we assume that Foreign income is evenly distributed, they receive no transfer, per
capita labor productivity is 1, and per capita income is Y ∗ = w∗.

Preferences in both countries can be represented by the following Stone-Geary type utility
function:

u (ds, DM , c0) = (ds + γ)α(DM)β(d0)
1−α−β (1)

where ds is consumption of a non-tradable good we call services, DM is a composite of
manufactured goods consumption, and d0 is consumption of a freely traded numeraire good.

If γ = 0, then these preferences would be homothetic and agents would spend a constant
income share (α, β, 1−α−β) on each of the goods. As will be seen below, with γ >0 services
become a luxury good so that the marginal propensity to consume services is increasing
in income. Stone-Geary preferences are more commonly depicted with γ <0 so that it
determines a subsistence level of the good.12 The more common depiction does not allow
for a consideration of within-country income distribution because all agents must achieve
the subsistence level of the good and, therefore, all have the same marginal propensity to
consume each good. That is, the share of additional income allotted to each good is the
same for all agents regardless of their initial income. Our luxury good version, with γ >0,
allows some agents to purchase no services in the market and allows us to make meaningful
statements about within-country income distribution.

The services sector may consist of household services, transportation services, childcare or
11Aid is distributed to a government or regional authority who then disperses it according to their own

preferences. Hence, it is unlikely that aid is distributed uniformly.
12See Alvarez-Cuadrado and Poschke (2011) for an example. Although empirical work, such as Stone

(1954), the extensive literature cited in Deaton and Muellbauer (1980), and Hunter and Markusen (1988),
among others has repeatedly shown that preferences are not homothetic, it is still not obvious what is the best
functional form for representing non-homothetic preferences. The Stone-Geary function with a subsistence
requirement so that γ < 0 is the most commonly employed. A similar formulation to that used here, with
γ > 0, was used in Behzadan, Chisik, Onder, and Battaile (2017) and Behzadan and Chisik (2022).
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elder care, education, socializing with friends or family, playing sports, reading, or taking
walks. The parameter, γ > 0, can be interpreted as the amount of services that can be
consumed without being purchased in the market. For example, an individual could prepare
their own meals, care for their own children and drive their own car, or they could employ a
chef, a nanny and a chauffeur. Our idea is that housekeeping, childcare, lawn care, nannies,
butlers, chauffeurs, and financial services are more likely to be purchased by wealthier indi-
viduals and these services are less tradable than are manufactured goods. See footnote (6)
for some empirical justification.

Manufactured goods preferences exhibit a love of variety and are represented by the following
sub-utility function:

DM =

 N+N∗ˆ

0

dm(z)
σ−1
σ dz


σ
σ−1

. (2)

The consumption of good z is dm(z). The elasticity of substitution between these goods is
σ > 1. The number of manufacturing varieties produced in Home and Foreign are N and
N∗, respectively. A Home agent’s budget constraint is

N+N∗ˆ

0

pm(z)dm(z)dz + psds + p0d0 ≤ Y. (3)

Foreign is similar. Following Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) we use the expenditure function for the

sub-utility functionDM (for one unit of utility) and write it as PM =
(´ N+N∗

0
pM(z)1−σdz

) 1
1−σ

so that PMDM =
´ N+N∗

0
pm(z)dm(z)dz. Replacing PMDM in equation (3) and noting that

the utility maximization problem satisfies the conditions for two-stage budgeting, the first-
stage maximization of equation (1) subject to (3) yields:

ds = Max

{
0,
αY − psγ(1− α)

ps

}

DM = Min

{
βY

(1− α)PM
,
β(Y + psγ)

PM

}
(4)

d0 = Min

{
Y (1− α− β)

(1− α)p0
,

(Y + psγ)(1− α− β)

p0

}
.

Turning to production we write qj as the supply of good j ∈ {m, s, 0} and `j as the labor
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used in production. Each Home manufacturing good has technology `m(z) = bqm(z) + f .
Numeraire goods and Services have technology `0 = q0 and `s = qsχ(qs), where χ(qs) is the
average productivity of labor in services. Foreign technology is similar. Services may exhibit
constant returns to scale so that χ(qs) = χ for all qs and it would be natural to assume that
χ is the same in Home and Foreign. We will also analyze decreasing returns to scale and
when qs 6= q∗s we would have that χ(qs) 6= χ(q∗s). Since there will be strictly positive and
finite maximum and minimum levels of qs and q∗s in any equilibrium, there will be maximum
and minimum levels of χ(qs) which we denote as χ̄ and χ,respectively. No barriers to entry
exist in any sector. Resource constraints for Home and Foreign are L =

´ N
0
`m(z)dz+ `s + `y

and L∗ =
´ N∗

0
`∗m(z)dz + `∗s + `∗y . Labor supplies are sufficiently large so that numeraire

production is positive in both countries.

Free trade and perfect competition in the numeraire equates numeraire prices and since the
numeraire is produced with the same constant-returns-to-scale technology in both countries
the numeraire price is equal to the wage in both countries. Hence, we have w = p0 = p∗0 = w∗

and we normalize p0 = 1. Perfect competition in services then yields ps = w/χ(qs) = 1/χ(qs)

and p∗s = 1/χ(q∗s).

These piecewise-connected demand functions in equation (4) all switch from the first to
the second component when Y = pSγ(1−α)

α
= Ŷ . In particular, if Y < Ŷ , then the second

component of services demand would be negative. Given that demand must be non-negative,
we have that ds = 0 for Y < Ŷ . Furthermore, if ds = 0, then both DM and d0 switch to their
first component in the demand functions in equation (4). The following assumption ensures
that only rich Home agents and that all Foreign agents purchase services:

χ̄

[
1/θ +

τη

(1− κ)

]
<
γ(1− α)

α
< χ. (5)

To understand (5) note that since ps = 1/χ(qs) we have Ŷ = γ(1−α)
αχ(qs)

. So that poor Home
agents do not purchase services we assume that their income, YB, is less than Ŷ . This
assumption is more easily satisfied if services labor productivity is lower, if services are more
of a luxury good (γ is larger), and if the services contribution to utility, α, is smaller. It
also requires that services are a luxury item so that γ is not a subsistence level, for if γ ≤ 0,
then (5) could not be satisfied. Similarly, we assume that wealthy Home agents purchase
services even in the absence of a transfer, which requires that θ > Ŷ . We make the stronger
assumption that Ŷ < 1 = Y ∗, so that all Foreign agents purchase services.13 If services
exhibit non-constant returns to scale, then χ < χ̄ and we also require that the variation in

13Our results do not depend on this assumption. The same results would obtain if 1 < Ŷ < θ and no
Foreign agents purchase services.
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χ(qs) is not too large.

From the demand functions in equation (4) we can illustrate the main intuition behind our
model in Figure 3 which depicts the income expansion path for manufactured goods and for
services. Crucially, these functions both change their slope at the critical income level Ŷ . A
transfer in the form of a remittance in the amount of τ = ∆Y (η = 1) that is given only to
poor people (those with income less than Ŷ ) does not increase their spending on services after
receiving the transfer, but does generate a steep increase in their purchase of manufactured
goods. Aid that is given uniformly in the amount of τ = ∆Y (η = 1 − κ) generates modest
increases in the demands for services and manufactured goods. Finally, moving further to
the right, we see the effect of aid that ends up in the hands of a narrow, already wealthy,
group in the amount of τ = ∆Y (η = 0). In this case, aid generates the largest increase in
the demand for services and the smallest increase in the demand for manufactured goods.

Figure 3: Effect of Transfer on Demand

3 International Trade

3.1 Aid versus remittances

In this subsection we assume that services production exhibits constant returns to scale.
Using equation (4), the equation for Home income, the equilibrium conditions w = w∗ = 1
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and ps = 1/χ = p∗s, and equating Home supply and demand for services yields qs = ds =

αχ[1− κ+ τ(1− η)]− γ(1− α). Adding the equation for Foreign income allows us to write
Home and Foreign expenditures on manufactured goods as

PMDM =
β [(1− α) [(1− κ+ τ(1− η))χ+ γκ] + (κ+ τη)χ]

(1− α)χ
P ∗MD

∗
M =

β(χ+ γ)

χ
(6)

A Home agent’s demand for each manufactured good satisfies dm(z) = DM [PM/pm(z)]σ and
a Foreign agent’s is d∗m(z) = D∗M [P ∗M/p

∗
m(z)]σ. The price index PM (the expenditure function

for one unit of utility) is a function of Home and Foreign prices and the trade cost which is
of the iceberg variety. The per-unit trade cost is r−1

r
> 0 so that if 1 unit is exported, then

1
r
arrives in the other country. The Foreign price of variety z that is produced in Home is

p∗m(z) = rpm(z) and the Home price of a Foreign produced variety is pm(z) = rp∗m(z). Home
and Foreign price indices are

PM =

 N+N∗ˆ

0

pM(z)1−σdz


1

1−σ

=
(
Npm(z)1−σ +N∗(rp∗m(z))1−σ

) 1
1−σ

(7)

P ∗M =
(
N(rpm(z)1−σ +N∗p∗m(z)1−σ

) 1
1−σ

.

There are very many manufacturing firms, therefore, each firm treats DM , PM , D∗M , and P ∗M
as constants independent of their own choices. Since all Home and Foreign firms have iden-
tical technologies, firm profit maximization and free entry result in each producer choosing
the same output, qm = qm(z) = q∗m(z), and setting the same price, ρ = pm(z) = p∗m(z).

Using (6) and equating Home supply and combined Home and Foreign demand for each
Home variety we have

qm = dm(z) + rd∗m(z)

=
β

χ

[
ρ−σ[(1− α)[(1− κ+ τ(1− η))χ+ γκ] + (κ+ τη)χ]

(1− α)(PM)1−σ
L+

r(rρ−σ)(χ+ γ)

(P ∗M)1−σ
L∗
]

=
β

χρ

[
ψL

N +N∗R
+

φL∗R

NR +N∗

]
(8)

where ψ ≡ [(1−α)[(1−κ+τ(1−η))χ+γκ]+(κ+τη)χ]
(1−α) , φ ≡ χ + γ, and R ≡ r1−σ. World demand for a

Foreign variety equals Foreign supply, therefore,
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q∗m =
β

χρ

[
ψLR

N +N∗R
+

φL∗

NR +N∗

]
. (9)

Equating (8) to (9) and solving simultaneously yields the ratio of Home to Foreign manu-
facturing firms as

N

N∗
=
ψL/L∗ − φR
φ− ψRL/L∗

. (10)

Equation (10) is similar to equation (25) in Krugman (1980), however, it also contains our
additional terms ψ and φ, which allow us to analyze how transfers and income distribution
affect the relative size of the Home manufacturing industry.14

To analyze the effect of transfers and income distribution on Home manufacturing, first note
that the key ratio in equation (10) is only defined if R < (ψ/φ)(L/L∗) < 1/R, otherwise ei-
ther Home or Foreign have no manufacturing firms. So that we can analyze smooth changes
in Home’s manufacturing industry we will assume that both of the above inequalities are sat-
isfied, therefore, the numerator and denominator of equation (10) are both strictly positive.
Second, note that ∂(N/N∗)

∂ψ
= φL/L∗(1−R2)

(φ−RψL/L∗)2
> 0 and that ∂2(N/N∗)

∂ψ2 = [φL/L∗(1−R2)]2RL/L∗

(φ−RψL/L∗)3
> 0.

A decrease in Home income inequality, therefore, alters the key ratio (10) in the following
manner ∂(N/N∗)

∂κ
= ∂(N/N∗)

∂ψ
[(1−α)γ+αχ]

(1−α) > 0 so that a more equal income distribution increases
the size of Home’s manufacturing industry.

To see the effect of transfers on Home manufacturing note that ∂(N/N
∗)

∂τ
= ∂(N/N∗)

∂ψ
[(1−α)(1−η)+η]χ

(1−α) >

0, ∂(N/N
∗)

∂η
= ∂(N/N∗)

∂ψ
αχτ
(1−α) > 0, and ∂2(N/N∗)

∂τ∂η
= ∂(N/N∗)

∂ψ
αχ

(1−α) + ∂2(N/N∗)
∂ψ2

[(1−α)(1−η)+η]χ
(1−α)

αχτ
(1−α) > 0.

Hence, manufacturing firms move to Home to take advantage of the now larger Home market
generated by the transfer and, crucially, this movement is larger if more of the transfer is given
to poorer people. Furthermore, we have that ∂2(N/N∗)

∂τ∂κ
= ∂2(N/N∗)

∂ψ2

[(1−α)(1−η)+η]χ
(1−α)

[(1−α)γ+αχ]
(1−α) > 0,

which indicates that this effect is also greater if Home has a more equal income distribu-
tion.We can now state our first proposition.

Proposition 1. A transfer to Home increases its relative number of manufacturing firms.
This increase is larger if more of the transfer is given to low-income people or if Home has
a more equal pre-transfer income distribution.

Proposition 1 suggests why remittances over foreign aid may generate greater manufacturing
growth. In addition, for any form of transfer, manufacturing growth is less if the recipient
country has worse income inequality. On the other hand, even if the transfer is given only to
the wealthy, so that η = 0, it will still increase manufacturing. There are two reasons for this

14Since output is the same for all firms, an increase in this ratio implies growth in Home manufacturing.
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result. First, the transfer increases the size of the economy and because it comes from outside
of the country it does not reduce the income of poor agents. Second, although the transfer
increases the demand for services, it does not affect their price because their production is
assumed to be constant returns to scale. Hence, although the composition of demand shifts
to services, the demand for manufactured goods also increases as well. Since manufacturing
firms locate production in the larger market to save on trade costs, the transfer increases
the relative number of Home manufacturing firms.

3.2 Aid versus remittances with a Dutch disease effect

To see how a transfer can cause a Dutch disease effect we now assume that services exhibit
decreasing returns to scale. In this case the average productivity of labor in services χ(qs)

decreases as their output increases. Setting services production equal to demand we have
qs = ds = αχ(qs)[1 − κ + τ(1 − η)] − γ(1 − α), therefore, dqs

dτ
= αχ(qs)(1−η)

1−α[1−κ+τ(1−η)] ∂χ(qs)
∂qs

≥ 0

which is decreasing in η and is zero if η = 1. Hence, a transfer increases services output by a
greater amount if more of it is given to the wealthy and it will not increase services output
at all if given only to the poor.

Solving for the key ratio when there are decreasing returns to scale in services yields

N

N∗
=
ψ(qs)L/L

∗ − φ(q∗s)R

φ(q∗s)− ψ(qs)RL/L∗
. (11)

where ψ(qs) = [(1−α)[(1−κ+τ(1−η))χ(qs)+γκ]+(κ+τη)χ(qs)]
(1−α) and φ(q∗s) = χ(q∗s) + γ.

Since Foreign does not receive a transfer, q∗s does not change and we only need to consider
the additional effect of qs on ψ(qs). We then have ∂ψ(qs)

∂qs
= [(1−α)τ(1−η)+(κ+τη)

(1−α)
dχ(qs)
dqs

< 0.

The transfer’s total effect is d(N/N∗)
dτ

= ∂(N/N∗)
∂ψ(qs)

[ (1−α)(1−η)+η
(1−α) χ(qs) + (1−α)τ(1−η)+(κ+τη)

(1−α)
dχ(qs)
dqs

dqs
dτ

].

If the transfer is given only to the poor, then η = 1, dqs
dτ

= 0, and the product of the last three
terms in the square brackets is zero, therefore, the transfer increases the relative amount of
Home manufacturing. If the transfer is given only to the wealthy, then η = 0 and the product
of the last three terms is negative. Furthermore, the first term in brackets is minimized and,
therefore, for certain parameter values ∂(N/N∗)

∂τ
< 0. Hence, there is a critical level of η

denoted as η̂ such that if η < η̂, then a foreign transfer can generate a Dutch disease effect.
We summarize this argument in our second proposition.

Proposition 2. If production of services exhibits decreasing returns to scale, then: (i) a
foreign transfer only to the poor must increase the size of the recipient country’s manufac-
turing industry; (ii) there exists a critical level of the percent of the transfer given to the
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poor, η̂, such that for η < η̂, a foreign transfer reduces the size of the recipient country’s
manufacturing industry.

The Dutch disease described in Proposition 2 may also be accompanied by a decrease in
Home welfare, especially for the poor agents. Using equation (1) and the first components
of the demand equations (4) welfare of the poor agents can be expressed Upoor(Y, PM , p0) =

γα( βY
(1−α)PM

)β(Y (1−α−β)
(1−α)p0 )1−α−β. The transfer affects both income, Y , and the price index,

PM . The Dutch disease in Home, which is evidenced by firms relocating to Foreign to take
advantage of the relatively larger market for manufactured goods generates an increase in the
Home price index as the relative number of Home firms decreases.15 If the transfer is given
mostly to the wealthy, then the change in income, Y , for the poor is small and the increase in
PM is larger so that the transfer could decrease their welfare. Using the second components
of the demand equations (4) a related expression could be derived for the wealthy agents,
but it would also be a function of the price of services, ps. It is interesting to note that if the
transfer is given mostly to the poor, the wealthy (as well as the poor) would see an increase
in welfare because of the consequent decrease in the Home price index.

The Dutch disease is often considered to be caused by an increase in the real exchange rate,
which is, in effect, the ratio of the expenditure weighted price indices for non-tradables over
tradables. Since the poor and wealthy Home agents are on different parts of the income
expansion path we require separate expenditure functions for each type, therefore, deriving
a formula for the real exchange rate in our framework is complicated and beyond the scope
of this paper. Still, we note that as the wealthy receive more transfer they spend more on
services which increases the price of, and the expenditure share on, the non-tradable services.
Hence with decreasing returns to scale a transfer mostly to the wealthy is suggestive of an
increase in the real exchange rate. On the other hand, as manufacturing moves to Foreign
the home price index for manufactured goods would increase, which suggests that the initial
increase in the real exchange rate would be tempered by the firm relocation effect.

Propositions 1 and 2 along with our assumption that remittances flow to poorer people
and that the average beneficiary of foreign aid is wealthier, provide our main predictions:
Remittances increase manufacturing output, foreign aid may decrease or increase output
depending on the returns to scale in services and the average income of the recipient, and
even if foreign aid increases manufacturing it will increase it by a lesser amount than do
remittances.

15To see this result formally denote N̄as the total number of manufacturing firms and then rewrite equation
(7) as PM = ρ(N + (N̄ − N)τ1−σ)

1
1−σ . Taking the derivative with respect to N yields ∂PM

∂N = 1
1−σρ(N +

(N̄ −N)τ1−σ)
σ

1−σ (1− τ1−σ) < 0.
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4 Empirical Testing

When taking our model to the data we use the fact that a single manufactured good en-
compasses horizontal and vertical integration across several regions and that differing goods
have differing prices. The corresponding predictions should then be on the value added in
the manufacturing sector. We can then state our three hypotheses as follows: (1) foreign aid
generates a reduction in the value added in the manufacturing sector; (2) remittances gen-
erate an increase in the value added in the manufacturing sector; (3) the difference between
the effect of remittances and aid on the value added in the manufacturing sector is positive.

Two potential drawbacks to any cross-country regression and especially one that attempts
to measure the causal effect of aid or remittances on growth are endogeneity and omitted
variable bias. In order to reduce the omitted variable bias we exploit the panel nature of our
data and consider the growth of each industry in each country over time as our dependent
variable. In this way we can include fixed effects to capture the average variation in each
country, in each industry, and in each year.

We use two methods to reduce the potential endogeneity of aid and remittances. The first
method was developed by Rajan and Zingales (1998) and later used by Rajan and Subrama-
nian (2011), hereafter referred to as RS, to consider the effect of aid on growth. This method
uses the fact that not all industries are affected equally by changes in the real exchange rate.
First, any reduction in competitiveness resulting from an appreciation of the exchange rate
is more likely to be felt in industries with lower profit margins such as homogeneous product
industries. Second, the government of a developing country would not have the resources
necessary to support a no longer profitable export. These two ideas suggest a measure of the
exportability of each industry (based on the amount of differentiation in an industry and the
likelihood of being a developing country export) and we then interact these derived dummy
variables with remittances and with aid.16

Although isolating the effect of aid and remittances on the growth of the most export-
sensitive industries reduces the possibility of reverse causality (unless the growth of all in-
dustries and sectors of the economy are perfectly correlated) there still may exist some bias

16The data we report in Figure 2 suggests an alternative method to test the predictions in our paper
whereby we make explicit use of the income elasticity for each good. However, the Global Trade Analysis
Project (GTAP) database which would permit an estimation of industry income elasticities across countries
only provides data in three to four year intervals starting in 2004 rather than the annual data from 1991 to
2009 that we use. This alternative approach would not only significantly reduce our number of observations,
it would also change our analysis to that of much longer-term effects instead of the annual changes we
estimate. Although, we expect that the annual effects we estimate would exist, and possibly be magnified in
later years, such long-term effects would co-exist with too much statistical noise to be accurately identified
in the data.
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due to endogeneity. As a result, our second method is to make use of valid instruments
for aid and for remittances. In constructing instruments to reduce any remaining possible
endogenous variable bias we look for factors that are determined by the donor and not the
recipient of the transfer. To this end we use the fact that the amount of remittances a
country receives is correlated with the number of emigrants from that country. Emigrant
outflows from a country could still be endogenous to the growth in manufacturing, therefore,
we use the total stock of immigrants in the world (other than the country in question) which
is correlated with the emigrants from our country of interest but bears little relationship to
their manufacturing productivity. As an instrument for aid we construct a “supply-push aid”
instrument as introduced in Temple and Van de Sijpe (2017). In particular, we measure the
average portion of each donor’s aid received by each recipient country, over the years 1980 to
1990, which is before the start of our sample time period. This fraction is then multiplied by
each donor’s total yearly foreign aid to derive a valid instrument for each recipient’s received
aid in each year.

4.1 Data

In estimating our model we consider the annual changes of the value added in the manu-
facturing sector over the nineteen year period from 1991 to 2009. For this time period we
have data on manufacturing value added for 23 industries and up to 56 countries. We also
construct a measure of exportability using export data in each industry. Table 6 and Table
7 in the appendix list the industries and countries in our sample. The manufacturing value
added and exports data is from INDSTAT4 UNIDO (2015) revision 3, at the 3- and 4- digit
ISIC code level. The data are then aggregated at the 2-digit level in order to obtain the main
industry divisions as indicated by International Standard Industrial Classification revision 3.
The nominal manufacturing value added is then converted to the real value added using the
U.S. producer price index (PPI) with a base year of 2010. Data on PPI are from the OECD
data base. Foreign aid is measured by Official Development Assistance (ODA) disbursements
(constant 2015 US$) from the OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) database
and it is later divided by GDP (constant 2005 US$). Additionally, data on remittances and
GDP are from the World Bank 2015 WDI. Figure 4 lists the recipients of these two types of
international transfers as a percent of GDP, for a sub-sample of recipients with an average
transfer above 1% of their GDP. As noted earlier, the overlap between these two sets of
countries is very small, especially when considering the major recipients in our sample.
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Figure 4: Transfers as Percent of GDP (1991-2009 average)

In addition, we construct an instrument for remittances using the global stock of immigrants.
The data are obtained from the United Nations for 1991 to 2009 and we perform the ag-
gregation (as will be explained below) using all available countries in this dataset. Table
5 provides the summary statistics for all observed and constructed variables used in our
estimations.17

4.2 Fixed Effects Estimation

We begin our empirical analysis by estimating variations of the following fixed effects regres-
sion:

growthijt = β0 + β1shareij90 + β2 (exportabilityi � aidjt)

+ β3 (exportabilityi � remittancejt) + δi + δj + δt + εijt
(12)

where i indexes industry and j indexes country and t indexes year. Our dependent variable
growthijt is the annual growth rate of the value added in industry i and country j, mea-
sured by

(
log (valueadded)ijt+1 − log (valueadded)ijt

)
. The variable shareij90 is the share

of industry i in national manufacturing value added at the beginning of the decade which
17The raw panel-data has 24,472 observations including some missing data. The major source of this

missing data in our panel is the variable “growth”. When it comes to the estimations, the missing values are
dropped and we are left with a strongly balanced panel containing 8,189 or 8,179 observations depending
on what specification we use. The list of the countries provided in Table 7 are those that remain in the
estimations after dropping these missing values.
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captures the industry-country variations. If there exists learning-by-doing or other forms of
industry-wide dynamic economies of scale, then larger industries will continue to grow larger
and we would expect the coefficient of the share variable to be positive. On the other hand,
convergence theory would predict a negative coefficient. Although there are compelling the-
oretical justifications for conditional convergence of countries, it is less clear that industries
would converge over time.18 The variable aidjt is the ratio of country j’s foreign aid to its
GDP. Likewise, remittancejt is the ratio of country j’s remittance inflow to its GDP. The
three fixed effects are δi for industry, δj for country, and δt for year.

The exportability variable is an industry characteristic and captures how sensitive an indus-
try is to changes in the relative value of exports. We evaluate this measure of sensitivity
for our sample using a method similar to that of RS and then interact two different forms
of it in our estimations. The first, exportability1, is a dummy variable which is 1 for those
industries in which the ratio of the value of exports to value added is higher than the median
of all industries and is 0 otherwise. This ratio is computed with respect to the average of all
countries in the sample and is, therefore, not country specific. Industries with a high ratio
have a lower profit margin and could be considered as more homogeneous industries. The
second measure which includes fewer industries, exportability2, is a dummy variable that
is 1 for textiles, wearing apparel, leather products, and footwear and is 0 otherwise. These
industries are the most common manufactured exports for poorer developing countries. A
list of the industries and the value of each sensitivity measure for each industry is contained
in Table 6 in the appendix.

Our coefficients of interest are β2 and β3. In particular, we expect that β3 > 0 > β2 and that
these two coefficients are significantly different from one another. The results of estimating
equation (12) are reported in Table 1.19

Columns (1) to (3) include fixed effects estimation results using exportability1 whereas those
of exportability2 are presented in columns (4) to (6). Moreover, in columns (1) and (4), we

18Although convergence theory in general suggests countries with lower initial levels of GDP grow faster,
one should approach this idea with caution when it comes to growth within industries. Studying labor
productivity growth, Rodrik (2011) finds evidence of unconditional convergence in the manufacturing sector
for 1999-2007. Our study is different from Rodrik’s in that we use the growth of value added in each
industry in the manufacturing sector rather than the labor productivity. Therefore, we expect that value
added includes the return to all inputs including labor and as such we don’t expect to find the exact results
as Rodrik’s when it comes to convergence. In addition, rather than looking at the effect of the composition
of manufacturing among different industries, by including the initial value added in each unique industry
in 1990 that is just outside of the period of our study, we are controlling for common factors that vary by
industry and country to isolate the effects of transfers on the growth of the value added in that specific
industry.

19In all of our econometric estimations the results were very similar whether we included aid and re-
mittances separately or simultaneously. For parsimony of presentation we present only the results for the
simultaneous estimations.
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Table 1: Fixed Effects Estimation

apply industry, country, and year fixed effects separately, whereas in columns (2) and (5)
industry and year fixed effects are combined in order to account for the year and industry
characteristics jointly. Similarly, since we are not using aid or remittances as separate vari-
ables due to the endogeneity concern, in columns (3) and (6) we use a compound country-year
fixed effect to consider the simultaneous variations coming from these two dimensions.

Using the exportability measure of type one, we find that remittances have a positive and
significant effect on the growth of those industries that are more sensitive to exports. In
other words, a one percentage point increase in remittances to GDP in the most export-
sensitive industries, results in about 0.4 percentage point faster growth relative to that of
the least export-sensitive industries. On the other hand, more foreign aid reduces the pace
of growth in the highly exportable industries by 1.2 percentage points. When the second
type of exportability measure is used in the estimations the positive effects of remittances are
smaller by 0.1 percentage point resulting from a fewer number of industries. More specifically,
when countries receive a one percentage point increase in remittances (relative to GDP), the
clothing and footwear industries grow about 0.3 percentage point faster compared to other
less sensitive industries (where exportability2 = 0). At the same time, a one percentage
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point increase in the ratio of aid to GDP has no significant impact on the growth in the
value added of these export sensitive industries.

Furthermore, to test whether these two coefficients (i.e. β2 and β3) are statistically distinct,
we test the following null hypothesis using the Wald test:

H0 : β2 − β3 = 0

The Wald test p-values presented in Table 1 indicate that we can reject the equality hypoth-
esis at the 1 percent level when the homogeneity measure of exportability is used, and at the
10 percent when the second type is considered. In other words, β2 and β3 are statistically
different especially when we consider more exportable industries in the analysis. This implies
that the impact that higher remittance inflows have on the manufacturing sector is distinct
from that of foreign aid. Thus, in our sample of countries, we have found significant evidence
that on average, unlike foreign aid, higher remittances have not resulted in any Dutch disease
effects during the period from 1991 to 2009. Note as well that the coefficient on the initial
share is always positive and significant. This could suggest that larger industries grow larger
over time, which may result from agglomeration effects or learning-by-doing.

Overall, our findings from the fixed effects estimation confirm that increased remittances
have generated growth of the manufacturing sector, specifically in industries whose exports
are more sensitive to changes in the real exchange rate. On the other hand, larger foreign aid
inflows have had a negative effect on those same industries. Hence, we have found indications
that foreign aid, but not remittances, can generate a Dutch disease effect.

4.3 Instrumental Variable Estimation

In order to claim the relations we found in the previous section are truly causal, in this
section we seek to remove any possible reverse causality between aid and remittances and
the growth of value added in industries. For instance, if aid is systematically directed to
low-growth industries or if remittances are directed to high growth industries, then aid and
remittances would not be exogenous and our fixed effects estimation could still pick up an
effect that measures correlation rather than causation. Although any potential endogeneity
arising from poorly directed transfers would be somewhat controlled for by our exportability
dummy variables, and also the use of simple and compound fixed effects which reduce the
omitted variable bias originating from one-dimensional and two-dimensional variations, we
still choose to construct instruments for remittances and foreign aid and further use a 2-stage
least squares (2SLS) estimator to account for any possible remaining endogeneity or reverse
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causality problems.

In dealing with the endogeneity of foreign aid, we construct a valid instrument that originates
from the donor’s characteristics. Most of the suggested instruments for aid throughout the
aid and growth literature are subject to criticism because the proposed instruments are still
correlated with the error term and their exogeneity is not well-established. In a recent study,
Temple and Van de Sijpe (2017) propose an instrument that exploits exogenous shocks to
the supply of aid to the recipient countries. In order to minimize the endogeneity coming
from the recipient’s characteristics, we use a similar method and define a “supply-push”
instrument for aid. This instrument measures the aid recipients would have received if they
had kept their previous shares of donor budgets. It also helps to isolate changes in aid solely
due to variations in donor budgets, not domestic conditions.

In this approach the total amount of aid received by a recipient j is re-defined as the summa-
tion of aid supplied by each donor d. The aid amount donated by each donor to a recipient j,
is the sum of aid contributions they provide to all recipients during a specific year (i.e Ddt),
times the share of recipient j in donor d’s supply of aid, adj . As a result, this new measure
of aid for recipient j is given by:

aidSjt =
N∑
d=1

adjDdt (13)

where N = 29 is the total number of donors listed in Table 7. Note that adj is an initial share
and thus calculated as an average over 1980-1990 that is outside of the period under study
(i.e. 1991-2009) in order to minimize contemporaneous correlation with the error term. This
instrument makes use of the assumption that the share of each recipient in the donor’s aid
budget remains constant over time. This is a reasonable assumption as there is not a large
time variation for this calculated share in our dataset.

It should be noted that this “supply-push” instrument for aid combines the lagged compo-
sition of the bilateral distribution of the aid (i.e. the “initial share”, adj ) and the exogenous
portion of the incoming aggregate aid from a donor. In order to reduce the contemporaneous
correlation with the error term, the share is calculated for 1980-1990. As such, this share
initiates right before the time period of our study and gives us an understanding of the
position of each recipient in a given donor’s priority of aid donations. Additionally, in line
with the literature (Temple and Van de Sijpe (2017)) we calculate this initial share as an
average over 1980-1990. Thus, the exogeneity of the instrument for each recipient originates
from the donor’s characteristics (rather than the recipient’s), that is an aggregate level of
aid donated by the donor interacted with how each donor prioritizes the recipients in their
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donations.

In addition to controlling for the endogeneity of foreign aid, we make use of the donor’s
characteristics to construct our instrument for remittances. Accordingly, immigrantsjt de-
fines our proposed instrument for remittances and measures the stock of immigrants (as a
percent of population) in all countries other than country j (the recipient) at any time t. Our
instrumentation strategy stems from two observations: first, since remittance inflows to a
recipient country (country j) originate from the outflows of emigrants from that country, the
stock of immigrants in the world (country j excluded) is highly correlated with the amount
of remittances country j receives. Thus, our constructed variable is not only relevant but
also a relatively strong instrument. Second, our instrument is directly originating from the
characteristics of the host countries and is less likely to be endogenous to the growth of the
manufacturing industries in the recipient country. Although in general the validity of an
instrument is not directly testable, Figure 5 illustrates the logic by which our instrument for
remittances is constructed.

Figure 5: Illustration of the Variation Used in the Instrument for Remittances

In this diagram we consider five countries, one of which is the targeted recipient of remittances
(i.e. country j). Mct represents the stock of immigrants in country c in a given time t. Each
Mct consists of the stock of immigrants from the origin i and therefore can be expressed
as the summation of immigrants in country c from all possible origins (i.e. Mct =

∑
imic

where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and j). It is important to note that the UN dataset provides aggregated
immigrants data for the time period of our analysis. Consequently, we do not observe mic
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but we can expect that in any given year Mct in a host country may have some immigrants
from country j. For instance, country j in Figure 5 exchanges immigrants with c2 and c3

only. As such, M2t and M3t contain emigrants from country j along with emigrants from all
others countries they have immigration ties with. This diagram is a small scale of the data
set we work with and shows that a recipient does not necessarily have immigration ties with
all countries in the sample. As such, the stock of immigrants in a country with no ties to
country j, shall have very little to do with the manufacturing growth in country j (i.e. is
more likely to be exogenous).

It is worth mentioning that all these measures are in terms of stocks rather than inflows
or outflows. In other words, our focus is on a fraction of the population in the remittance-
sending country as opposed to the outflow of emigrants from the remittance-receiving coun-
try. As such, we expect that the endogeneity of our proposed variable with respect to the
domestic measures of economic activity within the remittance-receiving country should be
minimized. However, this fraction of population in the host countries is properly narrowed
down to preserve the correlation with the amount of remittances received by the origin and
thus creates a relevant measure for our instrument.

Accordingly, the proposed exogenous variation that is used in constructing our instrument
for remittances is immigrantsjt = M1t + M2t + M3t + M4t. Equation (14) mathematically
expresses this constructed variable in its general form using the actual data.

immigrantsjt =
∑
−j∈W

immigrantsin−jt

=
∑

c∈W−j

Mct

(14)

where W is the set of all countries in the UN dataset.

We conduct a 2SLS estimation on equation (12) using immigrantsjt interacted with exportabilityi
as our instrumental variable. Also, we construct three additional instruments from our
constructed immigrantsjt variable. The first accounts for nonlinearity in the relation-
ship between our measure of immigrants and the amount of remittances received, and is
[exportabilityi � immigrantsjt]

2 . The next instrument adjusts by the relative size of coun-
try j in the initial year of 1990 to consider the effectiveness of the number of people who have
immigrated from country j elsewhere, in terms of the amount of remittances they have sent
back home, and is written as (exportabilityi � immigrantsjt) �

(
populationj90
population−jt

)
. By including

the adjusted measure of immigrants as a separate instrument, we are picking up the differ-
ential effect that a recipient’s size (relative to all other countries) might have on the amount
of remittances received. The third additional instrument addresses a possible nonlinearity
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in this second relationship and is
[
(exportabilityi � immigrantsjt) �

(
populationj90
population−jt

)]2
.

Table 2 presents the results of the first-stage of our IV estimation. In the first stage, aid
and remittances interacted with exportability are regressed on our measures of immigrants
and of supply-push aid (aidSjt) both interacted with exportability measures, and the initial
share of the industry. The results in panels A and B show that the instruments are strongly
correlated with aid and remittances. As expected the results of the first stage estimation
indicate that with more immigrants in other countries, there would be more remittances
received by the recipient country. The coefficient on the adjusted instrument also implies
that, on average, for smaller countries this effect is larger. We also obtain robust findings
when we use different types of exportability measures.
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Table 2: IV First Stage Estimation

About sixty to seventy percent of the variation in both remittances and aid is explained
by the stock of immigrants in other countries and the constructed measure of supply of
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aid.20Moreover, to test the relevance of the set of our instruments, we report the critical
values for various weak IV tests including Cragg-Donald and the Kleibergen-Paap Wald F
test, Sanderson and Windmeijer (2016), along with the Stock and Yogo (2005) critical values
and report the results in Table 3.

Table 3: Weak Identification Test

The Sanderson and Windmeijer F-test has been reported to address the concerns of het-
eroskedasticity and clustering as we use a fixed effects estimation clustered at the country
level. Although the Stock and Yogo weak IV test assumes iid errors, we still provide its

20The inclusion of “immigrants” and/or “adjusted immigrants” along with “aid supply-push” generates very
similar results for foreign aid in terms of both the magnitude and the significance, specifically when the first
type of exportability interaction is considered where more industries are included. However, for remittances
despite the expected direction of the results, the statistical significance is lower than α = 10%. The magnitude
is either the same as the original results, or 1 to 2 percentage points different depending on which compound
fixed effects is used in the estimation. We still use the set of the instruments as described in the text for one
main reason; We suspect non-linearity in how the “stock of immigrants” explains “remittances” due to the
different types of emigrants departing their origin country. For instance, temporary workers are more likely to
send more money back home compared to the high-skilled workers or those who have fewer ties to their origin
country. Since destination countries usually admit a combination of these immigrant classes with proportions
that may vary by time, we do not expect that the “stock of immigrants” explains “remittances” linearly. As
such, we include the square terms in the set of instruments we use in our IV analysis. Moreover, as reported
in Table 2, the Hansen-Sargan over-identification p-values imply that the validity of our instruments as a
group cannot be rejected.
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results to the reader as a means of comparison among the results generated by the other
weak IV tests. As reported in this table, the test statistics are all above the 1 percent criti-
cal values indicating that the group of our instruments passes the weak IV tests and can be
interpreted as providing independent sources of exogenous variation for the endogenous re-
gressor. Furthermore, as indicated in Table 2 our instruments as a group, pass the Hansen’s
over identification test indicating the validity of the instruments cannot be rejected.21

In the second stage, “fitted remittances” and “fitted aid” replace the measures of remittances
and aid that were previously used in our main regression. Table 4 presents the results of the
second stage using both types of exportability measures. We find that the estimated coeffi-
cient on remittances is of the expected sign and robust when the first type of exportability
is used and more industries are taken into consideration. Interestingly, the estimated coeffi-
cients on the interaction of remittances, are similar to the fixed effects case in terms of their
magnitude and only about 0.2 higher when we consider the interaction with more exportable
industries of the first type in the estimation. In fact, in this case the estimated coefficients
on remittances do not change drastically compared to our fixed effects estimation, suggest-
ing that much of the endogeneity concerning remittances is resolved by using a fixed effects
estimation and a specification in which each industry is affected differently by changes in the
real exchange rate. When the second type of exportability is considered, however, the effects
are diminished in our 2SLS specification. Additionally, by using the instrumental variable
approach for both aid and remittances we do not find significant evidence of aid generating
a Dutch disease effect.22

21As indicated in Table 3, our set of instruments pass various weak IV tests. Since we have more instru-
ments than endogenous variables, we employ the Hansen-Sargan over-identification test to test the validity
of all the instruments used in our estimation. In such a case, a higher p-value implies that the null joint
hypothesis of validity of all instruments cannot be rejected. Therefore, the Hansen-Sargan p-values reported
in Table 2 imply that the validity of the instruments as a group cannot be rejected.

22In Table 9, Table 10, Table 11 and Table 12 we repeat our estimations using five-year averages of the
data as well as one-year lag of the transfers to detect any longer-term effects. The results suggest that the
effects of transfers on the manufacturing growth dissipate statistically. Despite finding the expected direction
of changes in the majority of the specifications, the statistical significance drops. This can be attributed to
the lower number of observations as indicated in the tables. Therefore, we propose that our analysis better
showcases the immediate effects of the international transfers rather than the longer-term effects.
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Table 4: IV Second Stage Estimation

More importantly, in addition to the causal positive effect of remittances on the growth
of more homogeneous exportable industries, we also find that the impact of remittances
and foreign aid are statistically distinct at the 5 and 10 percent level, depending on the
specification. In particular, although we do not find statistically significant evidence in all
cases that aid causes the Dutch disease, we find robust evidence that remittances, but not
aid, increase the growth rates of relatively export dependent industries in the manufacturing
sector.

These findings suggest that remittances – unlike foreign aid as suggested by the literature
– do not result in the Dutch disease. As discussed earlier, the evidence on the effects of
foreign aid on growth is mixed. However, our analysis suggests that depending on the set
of the industries, although aid may not have a significant effect on the growth of the more
exportable industries, the positive effect of remittances on such industries especially when we
have a larger set of industries and therefore more observations is evident. Therefore, similar
to the literature, on the foreign aid side we find mixed evidence for aid generating the Dutch
disease (i.e. either negative or non-significant results despite accounting for endogeneity
issues) which we attribute to the inclusion of remittances in our analysis. On the other
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hand, using exportability1 which is directly calculated from our data and leads to higher
number of observations, we do find robust results indicating positive and significant effect of
remittances on the growth of the more exportable industries. Despite expecting a reduction
in the precision of the results due to comparing fewer industries, we include the estimation
using exportability2 for the purpose of comparison with Rajan and Subramanian (2011)
results. As such, we conclude that although the foreign aid results seem to be mixed,
remittances results indicate the absence of the Dutch disease with higher precision.

5 Conclusion

We include a simple representation of non-homothetic preferences in an otherwise traditional
international trade model and we show that whereas foreign aid may cause a reduction in
manufacturing output, remittances generate an increases in production and in economic
growth. This distinction is important not only because the literature continually conflates
these two types of transfers, but also because remittances are an even larger source of income
than aid for many developing countries.

We empirically verify these hypotheses with data on manufacturing value added from a
panel of countries and industries covering the years from 1991 to 2009. In our econometric
specification we employ the fact that a higher relative price of non-traded to traded goods
(an appreciation of the real exchange rate) does not affect all industries in the same way.
Industries with lower profit margins (such as homogeneous products) will suffer more from
this exchange rate appreciation. We therefore construct two measures of sensitivity for each
industry to isolate any additional effect of aid or remittances on industrial growth. Although
this sensitivity method should eradicate most of the endogeneity between the transfers and
growth, we also provide instruments for aid and remittances by using characteristics of the
donors, and not the recipient countries. Despite finding empirical support for our hypothesis
that remittances generate faster growth in the manufacturing sector, similar to the majority
of earlier research we find that foreign aid either reduces manufacturing growth or has no
robust effect.

Although our empirical strategy is similar to that of Rajan and Subramanian (2011), our
panel data is quite different from theirs. In our analysis we make use of all three different
dimensions (i.e. country, industry, and year) instead of averaging over years for each decade.
As such, we are able to capture more variation in our sample. Additionally, unlike Rajan
and Subramanian (2011) who use relative populations and dummy variables for common
colony or language, we directly use the bilateral foreign aid data to construct a shift-share
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instrument for foreign aid. Our instrument has a high power in explaining the underlying
variation by foreign aid as suggested by the weak IV tests we implement. Consequently,
the statistical significance of the foreign aid results is impacted by both the aforementioned
factors as well as adopting a new approach, which involves considering a different sample
period and incorporating remittances in our regressions alongside foreign aid to discern their
potential impacts on manufacturing growth.
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6 Appendix

Table 5: Summary Statistics (1991-2009)

Table 6: Description of ISIC Industry Divisions and Measures of Exportability
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Table 7: List of Countries
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Table 8: GTAP Industries and Sectors
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Table 9: Fixed Effects Estimation with 5-year Averages
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Table 10: IV Second Stage Estimation with 5-year Averages
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Table 11: Fixed Effects Estimation with Lagged Variables
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Table 12: IV Second Stage Estimation with Lagged Variables
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